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ABSTRACT
We propose a novel latent factor model for recommending product

size �ts {Small, Fit, Large} to customers. Latent factors for cus-

tomers and products in our model correspond to their physical true

size, and are learnt from past product purchase and returns data.

�e outcome for a customer, product pair is predicted based on the

di�erence between customer and product true sizes, and e�cient

algorithms are proposed for computing customer and product true

size values that minimize two loss function variants. In experiments

with Amazon shoe datasets, we show that our latent factor models

incorporating personas, and leveraging return codes show a 17-21%

AUC improvement compared to baselines. In an online A/B test,

our algorithms show an improvement of 0.49% in percentage of Fit

transactions over control.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Information systems→Collaborative �ltering; Recommender
systems;

KEYWORDS
Personalization, Hinge Loss, Recommendation, Latent Factors, Or-

dinal Loss

1 INTRODUCTION
Product categories such as shoes and apparel have huge sizing

variations across brands and locales, which makes it di�cult to pick

the right size for a desired product. For example, the catalog size

to physical size mapping convention for Reebok is: 6 = 15cm, 7 =

17cm, 8 = 21cm, while that for Nike is: 6 = 16cm, 7 = 18cm, 8 = 22cm.

Poorly chosen �ts and wasteful strategies on part of the customers

(e.g. buying multiple sizes of a product and returning the rest)

result in very high return rates. A large number of customers also

shy away from purchasing online in these product categories due

to the e�ort involved in choosing the right sized product. Hence,

e-commerce companies such as Amazon have a huge interest in

being able to automatically provide highly accurate sizing guidance

about products to customers.
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In the size recommendation problem, a customer implicitly pro-

vides the context of a desired product by viewing the detail page of

a product and requires a recommendation for the appropriate size

variant of the product. For example, the customer might be viewing

the detail page of Nike Women’s Tennis Classic shoe and needs to

choose from 10 di�erent size variants corresponding to sizes from

6 to 15. �us, given the context of a desired product, our objective

is to recommend the appropriate size variant for a customer.

�e problem of recommending sizes to customers is challenging

due to the following reasons:

• Data sparsity. Typically, a small fraction of customers and

products account for the bulk of purchases. A majority of

customers and products have very few purchases.

• Cold start. �e environment is highly dynamic with new

customers and products (that have no past purchases) for

which size recommendation need to be generated.

• Multiple personas. Many users tend to shop for their fami-

lies (e.g., spouses, children) and occasionally even purchase

gi�s for friends. �us, a customer account may have mul-

tiple underlying personas with widely varying sizes. In

order to make accurate size recommendations, it is impor-

tant to separate out these personas and learn the individual

sizes for each customer persona.

In this paper, we propose a novel latent factor model for deter-

mining how a product of certain size �ts a customer, i.e., {Small,
Fit, Large}. Latent factors for customers and products in our

model correspond to their physical true sizes (e.g. for dimensions

like length and width), and are learnt from past product purchase

and returns data. �e true (latent) sizes of customers and products

are used to predict the �t outcome for each product purchased by a

customer. Speci�cally, for each (customer, product) purchase trans-

action, our model outputs a score that is a (linear) function of the

di�erence between customer and product true sizes, which is then

used to predict the outcome. We present a construction that reduces

a loss function with ordinal outcomes to a new loss function with

binary outcomes. We de�ne Hinge loss and Logistic loss variants,

and propose e�cient algorithms with linear time complexity for

computing customer and product true size values that minimize

the two loss variants.

We show how features of customers (e.g. demographic infor-

mation such as age, gender, past return rates) and products (e.g.

brand, catalog size, category) can be incorporated into our model

to handle data sparsity and cold start scenarios involving (new)

customers and products for whom we have very few or no pur-

chase transactions. Finally, we extend our formulation to address
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the case where each customer corresponds to multiple personas

and propose a hierarchical clustering algorithm to discover the

di�erent underlying personas for each customer. In experiments

with Amazon shoe datasets, we show that our latent factor mod-

els incorporating personas, and leveraging return codes show a

17-21% AUC improvement compared to baselines. Furthermore,

our algorithms can learn customer and product true sizes from

large datasets containing millions of purchase transactions in a few

minutes.

�e remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A�er sur-

veying prior work on recommendations and latent factor models

in Section 2, we formally de�ne our size recommendation prob-

lem in Section 3. In Section 4, we reduce our ordinal regression

problem to multiple binary classi�cation problems, and consider

di�erent binary loss function variants such as Hinge loss and Lo-

gistic loss. In Section 5, we propose e�cient algorithms with linear

time complexity for computing customer and product true size

values that minimize the two loss variants. We show how our algo-

rithms can be extended to leverage customer and product features,

handle multiple personas within each customer account, and infer

multi-dimensional true size vectors for customers and products in

Sections 6-8. We compare our proposed product size recommen-

dation algorithms to baselines on real-life Amazon Shoes data in

Section 9, and o�er concluding remarks in Section 10.

2 RELATEDWORK
�ere is a vast body of research on latent factor models. �e most

predominant techniques are based onmatrix factorization. [1, 2, 14].

Subsequently, there have beenmany extensions such as [5] tomodel

general non-gaussian distributions, [6] based on tensor factoriza-

tion, [4, 6] for dynamic extensions to capture varying user prefer-

ences, [7, 8] based on bilinear models, among many others. �ere

have also been Bayesian approaches for recommendation systems

[3, 9, 10], and techniques that leverage additional information like

product meta data, user reviews and so on [12, 13].

�e above-mentioned prior work on the general recommenda-

tion problem is based on learning a context independent represen-

tation. It learns latent factors with information aggregated across

multiple contexts. �e size recommendation problem is a special

case of the general recommendation problem, where the only con-

text of interest is the semantics of physical size of customers and

products in a transaction, and its relationship to the physical �t-

ment provided by the customer ({Small, Fit, Large}). Clearly, the
general recommendation problem is not suitable for size recom-

mendation as the learnt context independent representation has

potential loss in information due to aggregation across contexts

(such as personas).

We also note that there has been research on context aware

recommender systems such as [17, 18], tensor factorization based

recommender systems such as [15, 16] and physical context based

recommender systems such as [19]. �ese techniques are not suit-

able for size recommendation that involves recommending a single

precise size that best �ts the customer, and leveraging ordinal infor-

mation such as the catalog size ordering of products and customer

returns data indicating product �tment for the customer. �e phys-

ical context in these approaches refers to the current state of the

user and the environment such as weather, humidity, location etc.,

but are not suitable to model the physical context of size and its

relationship to the customer return data.

Our proposed model is also closely related to paired compari-

son models such as the �urstone model [21] and Bradley-Terry

model [20], which deal with modeling the outcomes of comparison

between pairs of entities. �ese models are o�en used in psycho-

metrics for comparing choices and in sports ratings (e.g., Elo ratings

for chess) for comparing player performances. As in the current

problem formulation, the goal is to estimate a latent factor (e.g.,

goodness of a choice, player’s ability) associated with the entities

such that the di�erence in the latent factor values determines the

comparison outcome. However, the latent factors in traditional

paired comparison models are only single dimensional unlike the

proposed model that allows multi-dimensional latent vectors. �e

proposed model also extends the paired-comparison models by

allowing weighting along the di�erent dimensions, inclusion of

feature e�ects, and handling sub-entities (e.g., personas within a

customer account).

3 SIZE RECOMMENDATION PROBLEM
A product in categories such as shoes or apparel has multiple sizes.

We will refer to the product as parent product and the di�erent size
variations as child products of the parent product. We will denote

the set of all child products by P and the set of all customers by C.
We have access to the set of past customer transactions D where

each transaction inD is a triple of the form (customer, child product,

return code). Speci�cally, each transaction has the form (i, j,yi j )
where i is the customer making the purchase, j is the purchased
child product, and yi j is either Fit if the customer does not return

the product, or the return code provided by the customer when

returning the purchased product, which can be Small or Large.
For each child product j, we also have access to the catalog size c j
provided by the manufacturer.

In this paper, our objective is to recommend for a (customer,

parent product) pair, the child product with the best size �t. We

do this by inferring the true (latent) sizes of customers and child

products using past transactions in D. Let si denote the true size
for customer i and tj be the true size for child product j. Once
we have the true sizes, we recommend the child product j whose
true size tj is closest to the customer’s true size si . To simplify the

presentation, in the remainder of the paper, we will refer to child

products as simply products.

As mentioned earlier, we leverage past customer transactions

in D to deduce true sizes for customers and products. Intuitively,

if D contains a transaction (i, j, Fit), then the true sizes si and tj
must be close, that is, |si − tj | must be small. On the other hand, if

transaction (i, j, Small) ∈ D, then the customer true size si must

be much larger than the product true size tj , or alternately, si − tj
must be large. Similarly, if transaction (i, j, Large) ∈ D, then the

customer true size si must be much smaller than the product true

size tj , or alternately, tj−si must be large. Let fw (si , tj ) = w ·(si−tj )
be our (linear) model with weight parameterw ≥ 0. Furthermore,

let L(yi j , fw (si , tj )) be a loss function that takes on large values

(and thus penalizes si , tj values) for transactions (i, j,yi j ) such that:

(1) yi j = Fit and | fw (si , tj )| is large (exceeds a threshold value), (2)
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yi j = Small and fw (si , tj ) is a large negative quantity (falls below a

threshold value), or (3) yi j = Large and fw (si , tj ) is a large positive
quantity (exceeds a threshold value). �en, what we seek are true

size values si , tj that minimize the loss function over transactions

in D.

�e size recommendation problem can thus be formally stated

as follows:

Problem Statement: Given past customer transactionsD, catalog

sizes {c j } for products, and loss function L(yi j , fw (si , tj )) for trans-
actions (i, j,yi j ) ∈ D, compute true sizes {si } for customers and

{tj } for child products such that L = ∑
(i, j,yi j )∈D L(yi j , fw (si , tj ))

is minimized. 2

In the following sections, we �rst de�ne di�erent loss functions

L(yi j , fw (si , tj )), and then present algorithms for computing true

sizes and parameter values that minimize the loss functions. We

initially assume single-dimensional size values, and later in Sec-

tion 8, we show how our schemes can be generalized to handle

multi-dimensional size vectors.

4 LOSS FUNCTIONS
�e values of the outcome yi j in each transaction are one of Small,
Fit or Large. �ere is an inherent ordering among these values

and so it is preferable to model our loss function minimization

problem as an ordinal regression problem. Li and Lin [11] present

a detailed discussion on deriving loss functions appropriate for

outcomes with multiple discrete ordered levels by reducing the or-

dinal regression problem to multiple binary classi�cation problems.

�e construction expresses loss function L with ordinal outcomes

Small, Fit and Large in terms of a new loss function Lbin with

binary outcomes in {−1,+1}.

L(yi j , fw (si , tj )) =


Lbin (+1, fw (si , tj ) − b2) if yi j = Small

(Lbin (−1, fw (si , tj ) − b2)
+Lbin (+1, fw (si , tj ) − b1)) if yi j = Fit

Lbin (−1, fw (si , tj ) − b1) if yi j = Large
(1)

Above b1 and b2 are threshold parameters with b2 > b1 that split
the model score fw (si , tj ) line into three segments such that a model

score greater than b2 corresponds to Small, a score less than b1
corresponds to Large, and scores in between b1 and b2 correspond
to Fit. As a result, if yi j = Small then we want the model score

fw (si , tj ) to be greater than b2 and so we assign a positive class

label (+1) to fw (si , tj ) −b2. On the other hand, if yi j = Fit then we

want the model score fw (si , tj ) to be less than b2 and so we assign

a negative class label (−1) to fw (si , tj ) − b2.
We can use any of the binary loss functions such as Hinge loss

Lhinдe (y, ŷ) = max{0, 1 − y · ŷ} or Logistic loss Lloдist ic (y, ŷ) =
log( 1

1+e−y ·ŷ ) for the binary loss function Lbin . Substituting Lhinдe

for Lbin in Equation (1) above, we get the following loss function

values for Hinge loss:

ALGORITHM 1: Algorithm for computing customer and product true

sizes.

ComputeTrueSizes(C, P, D, {c j })
1: for ea� product j , tj = c j .
2: w = 1; b1 = −1; b2 = +1.
3: while (not converged) and (numIterations < maxIterations) do
4: for ea� customer i , si = argminsi (L | {tj }, w, b1, b2).
5: for ea� product j , tj = argmintj (L | {si }, w, b1, b2).
6: w, b1, b2 = argminw,b1,b2 (L | {si }, {tj }).
7: end while
8: return {{si }, {tj }, w, b1, b2 }.

L(yi j , fw (si , tj )) =


max{0, 1 − fw (si , tj ) + b2)} if yi j = Small

(max{0, 1 + fw (si , tj ) − b2)}
+max{0, 1 − fw (si , tj ) + b1)}) if yi j = Fit

max{0, 1 + fw (si , tj ) − b1)} if yi j = Large
(2)

�e Hinge loss function values for Fit, Small and Large trans-

actions with respect to customer true size si are shown in Figures

1, 2 and 3, respectively.

Similarly, substituting Lloдist ic for Lbin in Equation (1) above

gives us the following loss function values for Logistic loss:

L(yi j , fw (si , tj )) =



log( 1

1+e−fw (si ,tj )+b2
) if yi j = Small

(log( 1

1+e fw (si ,tj )−b2
)

+ log( 1

1+e−fw (si ,tj )+b1
)) if yi j = Fit

log( 1

1+e fw (si ,tj )−b1
) if yi j = Large

(3)

5 ALGORITHMS FOR COMPUTING TRUE
SIZES

In this section, we present algorithms for computing true size values

{si } for customers and {tj } for products (as well as the optimal

scaling factor w , and the thresholds b1,b2) that minimize L =∑
(i, j,yi j )∈D L(yi j , fw (si , tj )) for di�erent loss functions such as

Hinge Loss and Logistic Loss.

5.1 Hinge Loss
We consider Hinge loss because it can be optimized more e�-

ciently and it also provides an upper bound on the zero one loss

resulting in good generalization error bounds. Our algorithm (see

Algorithm 1) computes true size values in an iterative manner with

each iteration split into three phases that focus on computing cus-

tomer true sizes while keeping product true sizes and parameter

values �xed (Phase 1), computing product true sizes while keeping

customer true sizes and parameter values �xed (Phase 2), and com-

puting parameter values while keeping product and customer true

sizes �xed (Phase 3). We describe the three phases in detail below.

For each product j , the true size tj is initialized to the catalog size
c j (e.g. provided by the manufacturer). Furthermore, the thresholds

b1 and b2 are initialized to -1 and +1, respectively, and the scaling

factorw is initialized to 1. �e algorithm terminates once the true
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Figure 1: Hinge loss value for a Fit transaction vs si .
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Figure 2: Hinge loss value for a Small transaction vs si .
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Figure 3: Hinge loss value for a Large transaction vs si .
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Figure 4: Illustrative overall hinge loss vs si .

size values converge or the number of iterations exceeds the max

number of iterations.

Phase 1: Computing customer true sizes {si}. Figure 4 shows
how the loss function L(yi j , fw (si , tj )) value varies with si for Hinge
loss (see Equation (2)). As can be seen, the slope of the loss function

changes at tj +
b1−1
w for yi j = Large (Figure 3), at tj +

b1+1
w and

tj +
b2−1
w for yi j = Fit (Figure 1), and at tj +

b2+1
w for yi j = Small

(Figure 2). Furthermore, the loss function is convex and its slope

only increases as si is increased.
Now, lets look at the overall loss function

L = ∑
(i, j,yi j )∈D L(yi j , fw (si , tj )). �is does not have any (direct)

coupling between customer sizes si and so si values that mini-

mize the overall loss function can be computed independently.

Speci�cally, for each si , we seek the size value that minimizes

Li =
∑
(i, j,yi j )∈D L(yi j , fw (si , tj )) which is the sum of loss func-

tion values L(yi j , fw (si , tj )) over products j purchased by i . �us,

Li =
∑

(i, j,yi j )∈D∧yi j=Small
max{0, 1 − fw (si , tj ) + b2}

+
∑

(i, j,yi j )∈D∧yi j=Fit
(max{0, 1 + fw (si , tj ) − b2}

+max{0, 1 − fw (si , tj ) + b1})

+
∑

(i, j,yi j )∈D∧yi j=Large
max{0, 1 + fw (si , tj ) − b1}

We now present an e�cient scheme with time complexity linear

in the size of D for computing the optimal si value that minimizes

Li . Let

Si ={tj +
b2 + 1

w
|(i, j,yi j ) ∈ D ∧ yi j = Small}

∪ {tj +
b1 + 1

w
, tj +

b2 − 1
w
|(i, j,yi j ) ∈ D ∧ yi j = Fit}

∪ {tj +
b1 − 1
w
|(i, j,yi j ) ∈ D ∧ yi j = Large}
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Observe that Li is continuous, piecewise linear in si and convex
(since it is the sum of convex loss functions). Figure 4 shows the

value of Li as the value of si is varied. As can be seen, the slope

of Li is non-decreasing as si is increased and transition points for

the slope occur at si values in Si . �us, the optimal si value that
minimizes Li can be determined by traversing the values in Si in
increasing order and selecting si to be the smallest value where the

slope of Li becomes non-negative.

Phase 2: Computing product true sizes {tj}. Similar to cus-

tomer true size estimation, for each product j, we need to �nd the

size value that minimizes the sum of loss function values L′j =∑
(i, j,yi j )∈D L(yi j , fw (si , tj )) over customers i who purchase j. Let

S′j ={si −
b2 + 1

w
|(i, j,yi j ) ∈ D ∧ yi j = Small}

∪ {si −
b1 + 1

w
, si −

b2 − 1
w
|(i, j,yi j ) ∈ D ∧ yi j = Fit}

∪ {si −
b1 − 1
w
|(i, j,yi j ) ∈ D ∧ yi j = Large}

�e optimal tj value that minimizes L′j can be determined by

traversing values in S′j is increasing order and selecting the value

where the slope of L′j becomes non-negative.

Phase 3: Computingmodel parameter values {w,b1,b2}. Once
the true sizes of customers and products are estimated, we �x them

and estimate optimal values of the scaling factorw and thresholds

b1,b2 that minimize L using any gradient descent algorithm (e.g.

SGD).

5.2 Handling General Loss Functions
In the previous subsection, we presented an e�cient algorithm for

computing customer and product true size values when the loss

function is Hinge loss. We can compute true size values {si } for
customers and {tj } for products that minimizeL for other loss func-

tions such as logistic loss (see Equation (3)) as well. Our algorithm

is iterative, and in each iteration, alternates between computing

si , tj values and parameters w , b1 and b2. Speci�cally, in each it-

eration, the algorithm �rst uses gradient descent to compute si , tj
values with �xedw,b1,b2 values, and then uses gradient descent

to computew,b1,b2 values with �xed si , tj values.

6 LEVERAGING CUSTOMER AND PRODUCT
FEATURES

We can improve the accuracy of our model, combat data sparsity

and handle cold start scenarios by leveraging additional information

in the form of user features such as age, gender, Prime subscription,

etc. and product features such as brand, category, product type, etc.

Our new (linear) model with customer and product features xi j is
fw = w · (si − tj ) +wx · xi j – herewx are the weights for features

xi j . Previous iterative algorithms for Hinge loss and Logistic loss

can be extended to learn the weight parameterswx for features as

follows. In each iteration, the algorithms �rst compute si , tj values
(using the algorithms described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 for Hinge

loss and Logistic loss, respectively), and then use gradient descent

to computew,wx ,b1,b2 values with �xed si , tj values.

ALGORITHM 2: Algorithm for computing customer persona and product

true sizes.

ComputeTrueSizesPersonas(C, P, D, {c j })

1: for ea� product j , tj = c j .
2: w = 1; b1 = −1; b2 = +1.
3: while (not converged) and (numIterations < maxIterations) do
4: for ea� customer i do
5: Cluster purchase transactions (i, j, yi j ) of i in D into clusters

C1, . . . , Ck .
6: for ea� cluster Cl , replace every transaction (i, j, yi j ) ∈ Cl

with (il , j, yi j ) ∈ D.

7: end for
8: for ea� customer persona il ,

sil = argminsil
(L | {tj }, w, wx , b1, b2).

9: for ea� product j , tj = argmintj (L | {sil }, w, wx , b1, b2).
10: w, wx , b1, b2 = argminw,wx ,b1,b2 (L | {sil }, {tj }).
11: end while
12: return {{sil }, {tj }, w, b1, b2 }.

7 HANDLING PERSONAS
In practice, a customer account may be shared by multiple individu-

als with di�erent sizes, for e.g., di�erent family members including

children and adults. �us, learning a single true size per customer

account may lead to inaccurate true size estimates. In this section,

we present a hierarchical clustering algorithm for identifying the

personas within each customer account and grouping together the

purchase transactions in D for each persona.

Algorithm 2 describes our algorithm for handling personas when

computing customer and product true sizes. �e algorithm is similar

to Algorithm 1 except for the two points below:

• At the start of each iteration, for each customer i , the cus-
tomer transactions (i, j,yi j ) ∈ D with Fit outcome are

clustered based on the purchased product true sizes tj .
(�e true sizes tj are initialized to the catalog sizes c j .) A
hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm is used to

cluster the customer’s transactions. �e algorithm itera-

tively merges clusters as long as the standard deviation

of each merged cluster does not exceed a threshold σmax .

(σmax is a hyper-parameter which is tuned by cross val-

idation.) Let C1, . . . ,Ck be k clusters obtained as a result

of clustering the Fit transactions belonging to customer

i . Further, let ml be the mean of tj values for transac-
tions in clusterCl . Next, the Small and Large transactions
(i, j,yi j ) of customer i are assigned to one of the k clusters

as follows: (1) If yi j = Small, then the transaction is added

to cluster Cl where l is the index of the cluster with the

smallestml value greater than tj , and (2) If yi j = Large,
then the transaction is added to cluster Cl where l is the
index of the cluster with the largest ml value less than

tj . �e k clusters C1, . . . ,Ck correspond to transactions of

personas for customer i .
• A�er the clustering step, letC1, . . . ,Ck be k clusters corre-

sponding to personas for customer i . We treat each persona

with transactions in the lth cluster Cl as a separate cus-
tomer il . �us, all transactions (i, j,yi j ) ∈ D belonging to
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cluster Cl are replaced with transactions (il , j,yi j ) where
il is the new customer corresponding to the persona for

clusterCl . �e algorithms described in Sections 5 and 6 are

then run on the new set of transactions belonging to cus-

tomer personas to compute the true size values {sil }, {tj }
and parametersw,wx ,b1,b2.

8 EXTENSION TO MULTI-DIMENSIONAL
SIZES

We can extend our techniques to infer multi-dimensional true size

vectors for customers and products. �e various dimensions capture

di�erent aspects related to size such as length and width for shoes,

or waist and length for jeans. We de�ne fw(si, tj) for a 2 dimensional

formulation as follows: fw(si, tj) = w1(si1−tj1 )+w2(si2−tj2 ), where
w1 andw2 represent length and width scaling parameters, respec-

tively, si1 and si2 represent customer length and width, respectively,

and tj1 and tj2 represent product length and width, respectively.

We assume a transaction with physical �tment “Fit” corresponds

to a product ��ing the customer on both length and width dimen-

sions. Correspondingly, the Algorithm 1 can be �rst applied to learn

the customer true width si2 using only “Fit” transactions (ignoring

step 6). �en a modi�ed version of Algorithm 1 that (1) initializes

the learnt customer width (si2 ) and manufacturer provided catalog

sizes (tj1 , tj2 ), and (2) updates sizes si1 , si2 , tj1 and tj2 followed by

model parametersw1 andw2 in that order using a procedure similar

to Section 5.1. �e above procedure can similarly be extended to

any given d-dimensional customer and product vectors.

9 EXPERIMENTS
In order to measure the performance of our proposed models, we

evaluated our techniques on o�ineAmazon Shoes datasets, and also

carried out an online A/B test for the Mobile & Tablet experience.

Our o�ine experimental setup is described in Section 9.1, while

Section 9.2 provides details about the data and o�ine experimental

results. �e results from the online A/B test is noted in Section 9.3.

9.1 O�line Experimental Setup
For measuring performance of our models on o�ine datasets, we

compare our results against a baseline model that uses the cata-

log size as a proxy for the latent size of a product and estimates

a customers latent size as the average of all catalog sizes for that

customer’s transactions with a �tSuitabilityCode of Fit. However,
note that the o�ine datasets are restrictive in nature for our se�ing.

In such a setup, since our recommended sizes were never shown

to the customer, we never get to know the customer’s response

to our recommendations. �e only datapoint that we observe is

the transaction that the customer carried out and the resultant

�tSuitabilityCode of the transaction. Hence, in the o�ine se�ing

we compare size recommendation schemes by their ability to pre-

dict the �tSuitabilityCode outcome of unseen transactions. We

equate such an ability to the power of a classi�er which takes the

learnt latent product and customer sizes of the size recommenda-

tion algorithm as input and predicts the �tSuitabilityCode class of
the transaction as the output. We carry out a time-based split of

available customer transactions into training and test set to closely

re�ect online scenario where transactions up-to a certain time can

be used for predicting future transactions. �e size recommenda-

tion algorithm (ours and the baseline) learn customer and product

true sizes on the training set. We also learn logistic regression (Lin-

ear) and Random Forest (RF) classi�ers which then take the learnt

customer and product latent sizes as input and produce �tSuitabil-
ityCode as output. Performance of such Linear and RF classi�ers

on the test set are then used to compare the performance of our

algorithm with that of the baseline.

9.2 O�line experiments with So�lines shoes
data

DataAnalysis: We collected transactions data for customers, trans-

actions were represented in terms of the following a�ributes - cus-
tomerId, productId and �tSuitabilityCode ∈ {Small, Fit, Large}.
We used the �rst 80% of transactions in temporal order for training

while the remaining were used as the test set. We collected transac-

tions data for customers for six product categories labeled A-F for

proprietary reasons. �e number of transactions in each dataset is

shown in Table 2. Each transaction is represented in terms of the

following a�ributes – customerID, productID, �tSuitabilityCode

∈ {Small, Fit, Large}.
In our datasets, catalog size for all products varies between 4

and 20 on the US sizing scheme, with 0.5 size intervals. We plot

the histogram of count of products and transactions respectively

for di�erent catalog sizes in Figures 5 and 6. In order to safeguard

proprietary information, we do not report the actual product and

transaction counts for di�erent catalog sizes in Figures 5 and 6,

respectively. While these plots tend to indicate that the customers

may have a slight bias towards buying full catalog sizes over half

sizes, but such behavior could be a manifestation of half sizes being

out-of-stock at the time of purchase as well. And since we do not

record in-stock availability of various catalog sizes at the time of a

customer’s purchase, we cannot pinpoint the exact root cause for

the full sizes being more popular than half sizes, at least not based

on the data that we have. Also, for categories except “C”, most

customer purchases are for catalog sizes between 7 and 10. For

the “C” category, the popular catalog sizes are between sizes 8 and

12. �e number of transactions is extremely small for sizes greater

than 14 and is almost negligible for products with sizes more than

17.

We plot the histograms of number of products and customers

respectively with di�erent transactions counts in Figures 7 and 8.

In order to safeguard proprietary information, we do not report the

actual product and transaction counts for di�erent catalog sizes in

Figures 7 and 8, respectively. Note that a majority of products and

customers have fewer than 3 transactions in the training data.

O�line Experimental Results: Table 1 summarizes the results

of our experiments on various o�ine datasets. Performance of Al-

gorithm 1 (described in Section 5.1) with and without personas are

compared with the baseline method discussed in Section 9.1 (Base-

line) and a baseline method which has information about personas

(Baseline Persona). Logistic Regression (Linear) and Random Forest

(RF) based classi�ers are then built based on the output of each

of the algorithms, and then their performance is compared on the

basis of the weighted AUC of the resulting classi�er, as discussed

in Section 9.1. From Table 1, we can make the following inferences:
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Figure 5: product count across catalog size.
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Figure 6: Transaction count across catalog size.
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Figure 7: Histogram of products with transaction count.
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Figure 8: Histogram of customers with transaction count.

Dataset Baseline Baseline Baseline Algorithm 1 Algorithm 1 Algorithm 1 Algorithm 1
Persona Persona Persona Persona

RF Linear RF Linear RF Linear RF

A 0.6% 0% 0% 16.4% 17.2% 17.9% 18.1%
B 2.1% 0.4% 2.1% 20.3% 21.3% 21.3% 20.5%

C 3.8% 1.9% 1.9% 15.7% 16.1% 18.4% 17.8%

D 2.7% 1.2% 1.6% 20.0% 20.2% 21.3% 20.7%

E 1.5% 0.2% 0.6% 15.8% 15.6% 17.4% 17.4%
F 2.5% 2.7% 2.3% 18.1% 17.3% 18.5% 17.3%

Table 1: Summary of o�line experimental results. We report the percentage improvements in weighted AUC over an above
Baseline Linear AUC values for each dataset.

A B C D E F
10.4M 17M 33.2M 25M 12.9M 27M

Table 2: Summary of transaction count for all datasets.

(1) Algorithm 1 has 17-21% higher AUC compared to the baseline

method and (2) Modeling Personas boosts the AUC of Algorithm 1

further up-to 2.3%.
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9.3 Online A/B test Results
Based on the output of Algorithm 1, we ran an online A/B test

against an incumbent size recommendation algorithm as control in

the US marketplace for Mobile and Tablet experience. �e incum-

bent algorithm is a proprietary algorithm that groups products into

clusters based on co-purchase frequency. �us, product pairs that

are bought by a large set of customers end up in the same cluster. A

measure of central tendency based on the catalog sizes of products

participating in each of the clusters is used to assign the cluster

and its participating products a latent size. Recommendations to

customers are then carried out in the latent size space. Conceptu-

ally, Algorithm 1 also tries to achieve a similar result, though in a

more principled manner. �e results of the online A/B test showed

that we are able to achieve an improvement of 0.49% (p-value <

0.001) in the percentage of Fit transactions over control, which also
translates into a reduction of the same magnitude in the number of

return transactions.

10 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel latent factor model for predicting

product size �ts based on the di�erence between customer and

product (latent) true sizes. We devised e�cient algorithms for

computing customer and product true size values by minimizing

two loss function variants, and proposed a hierarchical clustering

algorithm to discover the underlying personas for each customer.

On Amazon shoe datasets, our latent factor model has an AUC

that is 17-21% higher compared to baselines. In an online A/B test,

our algorithms show an improvement of 0.49% in percentage of Fit

transactions over control.
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